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Abstract— Decision making is the main purpose of DW. Typically, decision making queries are analytical,
complex, recurring and include aggregation functions or many join operations posed over DW. A critical
issue in designing DW is answering these queries efficiently. Many ways have been proposed to address this
problem, one of them is materialize views while due to space constraints all views cannot be materialized in
DW. In this paper we have design an efficient methodology for selecting an optimal MVs based on three
factors (MV response time, MV storage area and MV frequency) using bitmap index to minimize the total
time of creating MVs, then using hybrid technique (Firefly algorithm and Quantum Particle Swarm
Optimization algorithm) to select optimal MV which has low response time, low storage area and high
frequency. The results proved that bitmap index achieved good results because it take less time and storage
area in recoupoing results since bitmap indices have the ability of accomplishing processes on index level
before recouping the base relations where, the total time of applying these functions over bitmap index was
found 168 milleseconds, while directly over base tables was found 216 milleseconds. Also, the hybrid
technique was more efficient in term of optimal MVs selection time since, FA presents optimal initial point to
QPSO algorithm.
Keywords— data warehouse, materialized views, processing time, firefly algorithm, quantum particle swarm
optimization algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Now a day‟s, big enterprises must process and analyse huge amounts of data. The traditional on-line transaction
processing (OLTP) system become inadequate to meet the deep analysis requirements of multidimensional data
due to the complexity of data queries, and the quick increase in data volume [1]. Data warehouse is a unified
repository of data collected from an enterprise‟s different business systems for analysis purpose. It is a copy of
transaction data that have been structured for analysis and query [2]. A basic requirement of data warehouse‟s
success is the ability for providing the decision makers with timely and accurate information besides quick
query response times [3]. In order for accelerating access to data in DWs and answering the analytical queries
efficiently efficient query processing techniques and access methods are required [2]. For the purpose of
providing best response time and higher information the common method which is used in practice is the
concept of materialized views, in which query is more speedily answered [3]. Before seen the concept of MV,
we define a view, view is a derived relation and its definition is store in the database system only therefore its
value at a given time is the result of evaluating specific relational expression at that time. A view thus is a
function typically recomputed every time it is mentioned. Materialized views are defined over the base relations
and involve the DW contents after treatment. It can be designed according to the user‟s requirements. It is
significant because the data access through MVs is just a cache that is a copy of data which can be accessed
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rapidly [4]. Selecting views to materialize is one of the most significant decisions in DW design. The problem of
view selection can be defined as select a collection of derived views which decrease the total query processing
time to materialize them in DW. Therefore the goal is select an appropriate collection of views to materialize to
decrease the total query processing time [3]. In this paper MVs are selected under three constraints (MV
response time, MV storage area and MV frequency). Another alternative method to access data which required
much less time in DW is bitmap index technique, since it is efficient especially for read-mostly data. Bitmap
indices in most DW applications are shown to perform good results than other indexing schemas like: B-tree or
R-tree [5].
II. RELATED WORKS
Sapna and Roshna in 2014 [4] proposed framework for achieving high query performance by detecting
which query is more beneficial for creating the MVs. They determine the performance of any query depending
on the processing time required for this query submitted directly to DW with respect to this query through
selected MVs. The implementation results illustrate that the processing time of queries directly selected to DW
was found 32 milliseconds whereas these queries through MVs was found 15 milliseconds. They also using
mathematical model for preserving the selected MVs depending on the storage required by these MVs to be
stored. Dengfeng Yao et. al (2015) [1] present a methodology for improving the cost model and the polynomial
greedy algorithm to address the storage space constraints of the databases for selecting the views that have
minimum cost from the candidate views for materializing them in DW. This algorithm firstly, calculates the
available storage space to decide adding or deleting the candidate MVs by selecting a lower cost. The
implementation results show that the algorithm was effective. Amit Kumar and T.V. Vijay Kumar (2017) [2]
presented a technique for solving the view selection problem. This technique dependent on the hybrid properties
of the Discrete Genetic operator based Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm which is a combination of a PSO
algorithm and genetic operators like: mutation and crossover for selecting optimal collection of views from a
multidimensional lattice. The implementation results illustrate that the proposed technique was effective as
comparative with other most existing technique used to select views to materialize also the proposed technique
decreased the analytical queries processing time.
III. MATERIALIZED VIEWS
Materialized views include pre-computed and summarized information used for answering queries posed on
DW for saving query response time and storage. In DW, typically MVs are designed according to the user‟s
requirements (e.g., frequently mentioned queries) [6]. Materialized views are schema objects which can be used
to re-compute, summarize distributed data and replicate. In DW, MVs can be stored in another database or in the
same database as its base relations for using it to improve the query performance by rewriting these queries
through MVs rather than base tables. In data warehouse MVs store the query results physically in a table
therefore when this query is posed to DW there is no need to re-calculate it again because such a view is already
materialized in DW transparently to the DB application or the end users and can be used at any time this query
is posed on the system [7]. Therefore, MVs optimize the DW performance by reducing the query processing
time which is significant in big OLAP systems since queries are directed to the MVs rather than the base
relations [8]. One of the disadvantages of MVs is that they need extra space because they stored physically in
DW, also they must be synchronous with the base relations, so when the base tables are changed at any time
after the MVs were defined these MVs must be maintained or re-calculated [4]. Due to these downsides all
views cannot be materialize and most important issue in designing DW is to select an appropriate set of views to
materialize in DW. There are three types of MVs in DW, one contains aggregation functions like (SUM, AVG,
MIN, MAX, COUNT, STDEV, VAR, etc…), one contains joins only and the third type is hybrid MVs which
contains joins and aggregation functions [9], in this paper MVs with aggregation functions have been created.
IV. BITMAP INDEX TECHNIQUE
Bitmap indexes are efficient indexing technique used for read only or read mostly data for speeding up
multidimensional range queries [10]. In DW there are huge amounts of data and ad-hoc queries posed on these
data, so bitmap index is widely used for these applications, because it reduce the processing time for large
categories of ad-hoc queries, also it requires less storage area as compared with other existing indexing
techniques and its simple to represent. Bitmap indexes improve the complex queries performance by
implementing low-cost operations like: NOT, AND and OR in the selection of predicate on several indexes
simultaneously for reducing the search space before going to the primary source tables [11],[12]. Bitmap
indexes are used with low cardinality columns. Cardinality is the number of distinct groups stored in a column,
if the number of distinct groups reaches 1% or more of the total number of rows in the table then the column is
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said to has low cardinality. The gender attribute is an example of low cardinality attribute because it has only
two values „male‟ and „female‟ [13].
V. FIREFLY ALGORITHM
Firefly algorithm is a nature inspired, metaheuristic algorithm that is based on the behaviour of the social
flashing of fireflies in summer sky in the regions that have tropical temperature [14]. Most fireflies produce
rhythmic and short flashes and the patterns of these flashes are unique for most times for a particular region.
Females of a specific region respond to the male individual pattern of the same region [15]. The characteristics
of flashes can be idealized based on the following three rules [15]: any firefly can be attracted to another firefly
regardless of their sex because all fireflies are unisex, the attractiveness of each firefly is proportional to its
brightness which reduces when the distance among fireflies increases, the firefly will moves randomly when
there is no firefly brighter than a particular firefly, the firefly brightness is circumscribed by the objective
function value [14][15]. Firefly algorithm seems more effective in optimization because it utilizes real random
numbers and also, the communication among particles is global [14]. The attractiveness between any two
fireflies which is proportional with the light intensity seen by neighboured fireflies can be defined by eq. (1)
[16], [17].
β = β0 ℮-γd2

(1)

Where: d is the distance between any two fireflies.
β0 is the attractiveness at d=0 and γ is the light absorption coefficient.
The distance (d) between each two fireflies k and m at xk and xm can be calculated using the Cartesian distance
as in eq. (2) [16], [17].
dkm= / Xk – Xm / = √ ∑s i=1 (Xk,i – Xm,i)2

(2)

The movement of firefly k which is attracted by brighter firefly can be computed using eq. (3) [16], [17].
Xk= Xk + β0 ℮-γd2 (Xk - Xm) + α (rnd – 0.5)

(3)

Where: Xk is the previous position, the second term is used to calculate the attractiveness and the third term is
used in case of movement in random direction when there is no brighter one, and rnd is random number
uniformly distributed between [0, 1]. For most cases in practice β0 =1 and α ϵ [0, 1] [16], [17].
VI. QUANTUM PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Quantum particle swarm optimization algorithm has been proposed by Sun and others in 2004, this algorithm
is probability searching algorithm and it is based on the quantum mechanics and relies on the delta potential
well [18]. The basic idea in QPSO algorithm is the combination of standard PSO algorithm in which the
positions of particles are updated based on the particles current location information of local and global
optimum position information with quantum physics [19]. Because in quantum space, the particle‟s velocity and
position cannot be circumscribed simultaneously, the function known wave function Ψ(X,t)has been used to
describe the particle‟s movement state [20]. In QPSO model the particle can be emerges in random position of
the all feasible search space based on certain probability and better value of fitness function, thus the QPSO
model is superior in term of the global search performance as the comparison with standard PSO model [21].
The QPSO algorithm consists random location between global best and Pbest position known mean best
position in the algorithm‟s iterative equation for optimizing the ability of the particles global search [22]. The
QPSO algorithm can be converges when the particle converges to its local attraction point (L i,t) which can be
calculated using eq. (4) [].
Lji,t = Wji,t Lji,t + (1- Wji,t) Gjt

(4)

Where: Wji,t is random number normally distributed in [0, 1].
when the particles move in one dimensional delta potential well them new position can be calculated using eq.
(5) [23].
Ydi,t = Lji,t ± Mji,t /2 ln 1/s
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Where: s is random number uniformly distributed on interval [0, 1], and the value of Mji,t can be calculated using
the following two equations eq. (6) and eq. (7) [24].
Mdi,t = 2α / Ydi,t - Ldi,t /

(6)

Mdi,t =2α / Ydi,t - Gdi,t /

(7)

By using eq. (6) and eq. (7) with eq. (5) the particle‟s updated position can be calculated using eq. (8) and eq. (9)
[24].
Ydi,t = Lji,t ± 2α / Ydi,t - Ldi,t / ln (1/ sdi,t+1 )

(8)

Ydi,t = Lji,t ± 2α / Ydi,t - Ldi,t / ln (1/ sdi,t+1 )

(9)

In eq. (8) and eq. (9) the probability of using ± based on the random number value use – when the random
number value is greater than 0.5 and use + otherwise [18], α is known contraction expansion factor and its very
significant factor in this algorithm because it used to balance the local and global search of the algorithm [24].

VII.
THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section introduce the main stages of the proposed work (selection optimal MVs using hybrid technique)
as shown in fig. 1.
Begin
DW

Load the DW

Apply bitmap index technique

Apply aggregation functions on
numeric columns

Collection of MVs with
aggregations

Find MVRT, MVSA, MVF and
MVSC

Apply FA

Add optimal MV

Apply QPSO algorithm

End

Fig. 1 The proposed system for selecting optimal MVs using hybrid technique.
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A. Apply Bitmap Index Technique
The first step in the proposed work is apply the bitmap index on the determined column after computing the
column cardinality to decide whether bitmap index is appropriate for this column or not using algorithm in
Table 1.
TABLE I
ALGOROTHM TO CALCULATE THE COLUMNS CARDINALITY

Input: selected table from DW.
Output: the cardinality of each column in determined table.
Begin
Step (1): select required table from DW.
Step (2): select the determined columns and wait for the answer from the server.
Step (3): the server will calculate the value of cardinality which is the number of distinct groups in the
determined column and return it to the end user.
End

B. Apply Aggregation Functions
The second step in the proposed work is applying the aggregation functions (AVG, MAX, SUM, MIN,
STDEV, VAR and COUNT) on the selected column with two ways (over bitmap index and directly on base
tables) using algorithm in Table 2.

TABLE II
ALGORITHM FOR APPLYING AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS

Input: Selected table.
Output: Execution time of aggregation functions on selected column with and
without bitmap index.
Begin
Step (1): input table.
Step (2): Do {
Calculate (SUM);
Calculate (AVG);
Calculate (MIN);
Calculate (MAX);
Calculate (COUNT);
Calculate (STDEV);
Calculate (VAR);
}
While (all columns in table)
Step (3): show the execution time of implementing aggregation functions with
and without bitmap index.
End

C. Find Materialized Views Parameters and Selection Costs
After applying aggregation functions in the last step, we have a set of MVs, in this step we will calculate the
response time which is the time required for processing this MV, the storage area which is the storage required
by current MV and computed by multiplying the MV columns and rows, and the frequency which is how many
the current MV requested as MVs information parameters and stored them in MVs information table for
calculating the selection cost to each MV in the MVSET using eq. (10)
MVSC= W1* FC+ W2* RTC+ W3* (1- SAC)
(10)
Where: W1, W2 and W3 are weights given to FC, RTC and SAC consecutively and their summation is equal to
1. The cost of each parameter has been calculated by dividing the current value of each parameter on the
maximum value of this parameter.
TABLE III
ALGORITHM TO FIND MVS SELECTION COSTS

Input: MVs set.
Output: The MVs Selection Costs.
Begin
Repeat
For k ← 1 to MVS
MVIP ← find MVF;
MVIP ← find MVSA;
MVIP ← find MVRT;
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MVIT ← MVIP
end repeat
Repeat
For k ← 0 to NRMVIT (number of rows in MV information table) -1
MVIP ← MVIP[k]
RT ← MVIP
F ← MVIP
SA ← MVIP
RTC ← RT/MMVRT (maximum MV response time)
FC ← F/MMVF (maximum MV frequency)
SAC ← SA/MMVSA (maximum MV storage area)
MVCT (MV cost table) ←RTC
MVCT ← FC
MVCT ← SAC
end repeat
calculate MVs selection costs
Repeat
for k ← 1 to MVCT
MVSC= WT1*AFC+WT*PTC+WT3*(1-SPC);
MVCT ← MVSC
End repeat
End

D. Apply Firefly Algorithm
In this step FA that shown in Table VI has been used to produce optimal initial point to the QPSO algorithm.
Firefly algorithm find the brightest one (in this optimization problem the brightest one is the maximum selection
cost value), then calculating the distance and attractiveness among the brightest one and other fireflies, finally it
reorder the fireflies according the amount of movement of each firefly towards the brightest one until the
termination condition is met.
TABLE IV
FIREFLY ALGORITHM

Input: two-dimensional matrix of MVs selection costs, maximum number of iterations (M), light absorption coefficient ( γ),
α.
Output: selection costs reordered based on their movements towards the brightest one.
Begin
Step (1): set A=1.
Step (2): begin from the value in the middle, then find the brightest one.
Step (3): compute the distance among the brightest one and other selection costs using eq. (2).
Step (4): compute the attractiveness between the brightest one and each selection costs using eq. (1).
Step (5): if the brightness of (xk ) < brightness of (xm ) then firefly (xk ) will move towards firefly (xm ) using eq. (3).
Step (6): Ranks MVs selection costs based on their movement.
A=A+1
Step (7): if stopping condition (A>M ) not satisfied then
Repeat from step (2)
Else
Take the sorted selection costs.
End

E. Apply QPSO Algorithm
The QPSO algorithm which illustrated in Table VI has been used to find optimal MVs which have low
response time, low storage area and high frequency for using them to reduce the complex queries response time.
At the first step the QPSO algorithm calculates the fitness value of each particle using eq. (11) and eq. (12), and
determines the Pbest position. At each iteration, the QPSO algorithm calculates the mean best position of the
swarm‟s particle (mbest), as well as evaluates the fitness value of each particle and updates its Pbest and current
gbest position before updating its current position until the termination condition is met.
Mean = ∑Ni=1 (Xi)/N
(11)
Variance= (Xi-mean)2 /N
(12)
Where:
Xi : is the value in the current position, and N is the number of MVs selection costs in a given search space.
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TABLE V
QUANTUM PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Input: Search space result from FA (MVs selection costs reordered by FA), r1, r2, r3, parameter α, number of
iterations w.
Output: Optimal MV.
Begin
Step(1): set d=1
Step(2): calculate the fitness function for each MV selection cost using eq. (11) and eq. (12).
Step(3): determine Pbest position and gbest position.
Step(4): if the fitness of the particle f(x)> fitness of the best particle f(pbest) then go to step(5) else go to step(6).
Step(5): f(pbest) = f(x) and pbest = x
F(global) = fitness of the best neighbours of f(x).
Step(6): if f(x)> f(global) then
F(global) = f(x) and global = x.
Step(7): update the position of the Pbest particle according eq.(2), calculate the mean best position for new Pbest position
Step(8): if (r3<0.5) then
Update the particle position according eq.(8) with (+) sign.
Else
Update the particle position according eq.(8) with (-) sign.
d=d+1
Step (9): if stopping condition (d>w) not satisfied then
Repeat from step(2)
Else
Take optimal MV.
End

VIII. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The sales system data warehouse which built by one of the master‟s project [25] has been taken as a case
study. It contains seven dimension tables and one fact table (Suppliers table, Items table, Clients table, Invoices
table, Invoices-details table, SuppInvoices table, SuppInvoices-details table and Fact-Sales table).
A. Implementing Bitmap Index
The button “Find Cardinality” in Fig. 2 has been used to calculate the selected column cardinality to decide
whether bitmap index is appropriate for this column or not.

Fig. 2 Interface to calculate the columns cardinality.

B. Implementing Aggregation Functions
After implement bitmap index in the last step, in this step aggregation functions (AVG, MAX, SUM, MIN,
STDEV, VAR and COUNT) have been implemented on the selected column with two ways (directly over base
tables and over bitmap index). The following Table VI shows the aggregation functions in relational algebra
expressions and the execution time of implementing these functions on many columns in various tables before
and after implementing bitmap index technique.
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TABLE VI
ILLUSTRATES THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AGGREGATION FUNCTIONS ON MANY COLUMNS IN VARIOUS TABLES AND
THE RESPONSE TIME OF THESE AGGREGATIONS WITH AND WITHOUT BITMAP INDEX TECHNIQUE.

Case NO

Filed
name

Aggregation
Aggregation in relational algebra

Function

Ꞙsum Quatity (TBL_INVOICE_DETAILS)
ꞘAvg Quatity (TBL_INVOICE_DETAILS)
Quatity ꞘMin Quatity (TBL_INVOICE_DETAILS)
Quatity ꞘMax Quatity (TBL_INVOICE_DETAILS)
Quatity ꞘCount Quatity (TBL_INVOICE_DETAILS)
Quatity ꞘStDev Quatity (TBL_INVOICE_DETAILS)
Quatity ꞘVar Quatity (TBL_INVOICE_DETAILS)
priceꞘsum price (TBL_ITEMS)
price ꞘAvg price (TBL_ ITEMS)
price ꞘMin price (TBL_ ITEMS)
price ꞘMax price (TBL_ ITEMS)
price ꞘCount price (TBL_ ITEMS)
price ꞘStDev price (TBL_ ITEMS)
price ꞘVar price (TBL_ ITEMS)

Sum
Avg
Min
Max
Count
StDev
Var
Sum
Avg
Min
Max
Count
StDev
Var

Quatity
Quatity

Case 1

Quatity

Case 2

Price

Time
Time using
base tables
00:00:00:078
00:00:00:078
00:00:00:093
00:00:00:078
00:00:00:093
00:00:00:093
00:00:00:093
00:00:00:031
00:00:00:046
00:00:00:031
00:00:00:031
00:00:00:031
00:00:00:031
00:00:00:015

Time using
bitmap index
00:00:00:062
00:00:00:078
00:00:00:062
00:00:00:062
00:00:00:046
00:00:00:062
00:00:00:062
00:00:00:046
00:00:00:015
00:00:00:015
00:00:00:015
00:00:00:015
00:00:00:031
00:00:00:031

The following Table VII shows the charts of implementing aggregations in Table VI with and without bitmap
index (each colour represents a single function).
TABLE VII
SHOWS THE CHARTS OF IMPLEMENTING AGGREGATIONS IN TABLE VI CASE‟S.

Case No

Chart
The implementation of aggregation functions on quantity column.

Case 1

The implementation of aggregation functions on Price column.

Case 2
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C. Calculating the MVs Selection costs
In this step the response time, storage area, frequency and them costs have been calculated of each MV as
shown in Fig. 3 for using them in calculating the selection cost for each MV in MVSET using eq. (10) as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 The costs of MVs parameters.

Fig. 4 The selection costs of each mv in MV set.

D. Implementing Firefly Algorithm
After calculating the MVs selection costs which is two-dimensional matrix contains 625 MVs selection costs
as shown in Fig. 5. Firefly algorithm has been applied on this two-dimensional matrix to produce optimal initial
point to the QPSO algorithm as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional matrix of mvs selection costs.
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Fig. 6 The implementaion of FA

E. Implementing QPSO Algorithm
The last step in the proposed work is using QPSO algorithm to find optimal MVs which have low response
time, low storage space and high frequency as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 The implementation of QPSO algorithm.

Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm used three random numbers one of them is normally
distributed on [0,1] and the other are uniformly distributed on [0,1]. The implementation of Gaussian
distribution and uniform distribution of random numbers in quantum PSO algorithm have been illustrated in Fig.
8.

Fig. 8 The distributions of random numbers.
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The location of each particle in the search space resulted by QPSO algorithm is illustrated in fig. 9.

Fig. 9 The position of each particle in QPSO algorithm.

IX. RESULTS DESCUSION
The implementation results proved that bitmap index reduce the MV creation total time. The time difference of
applying aggregation functions on one column is sales system DW over base table and over bitmap index is
illustrated in Fig. 10, where the total time of applying these functions over bitmap index was found 168
milleseconds, while directly over base tables was found 216 milleseconds.

Fig. 10 The time difference of aggregation functions over bitmap index and over direct access

The optimal MVs resulted by hybrid technique which evaluated based on the three factors (MVRT, MVSA and
MVF) to find optimal one which has low response time, low storage area and high frequency have been
illustrated in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII
OPTIMAL MVS RESULTED BY HYBRID TECHNIQUE

Iteration NO.
60, 197
74, 166, 168
76, 78
79
80
33, 101, 183
160
29, 95, 177
61, 67,200

Location
441
395
397
398
399
458
414
454
442
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1.2717
1.3202
0.2530
0.6829
0.9762
0.7567
1.1459
0.7611
0.4616
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The optimal MV which has low response time, storage area as well as high frequency has been found in
iteration 61 and the system came back to it again in iterations 67 and 200.
X. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed study introduce an efficient technique to select most beneficial MVs that have low response time
and storage area besides high frequency. The implementation results proved that bitmap index achieves good
results because it takes less time and storage area in recoupoing results since bitmap indices have the ability of
accomplishing processes on index level before recouping the base relations. Also, the hybrid technique (FA and
QPSOA) was more efficient in term of optimal MVs selection time since, FA presents optimal initial point to
QPSO algorithm.
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